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Introduction 

ePolicyWorks is home to a thriving online community through which the U.S. Department of 

Labor’s Office of Disability Employment Policy (ODEP) hosts a series of online dialogues to 

inform policymaking efforts related to the employment of people with disabilities. In 

partnership with the LEAD Center, the most recent dialogue served as a means of gathering 

input and ideas to inform the LEAD Center’s work focused on innovation in policy, employment 

and economic advancement to advance individual and systems level change for all people with 

disabilities.   

The following report outlines the results of the dialogue, “The ABLE Act: A Tool for Financial 

Stability and Employment.” This virtual effort, held from May 2 – May 19, 2017, invited ABLE 

account owners, family members, potential ABLE account owners, community-based service 

providers, disability-related advocacy groups, state ABLE account administrators, workforce 

professional and vocational rehabilitation (VR) professionals and public agency staff (e.g., 

schools, developmental disabilities, behavioral/mental health, etc.) to share insight on how 

ABLE accounts can be used to secure and maintain competitive integrated employment and to 

advance a person’s financial self-sufficiency. 

This dialogue was divided into two main dialogue topics: 

1. ABLE Accounts and Employment or Self-employment/Entrepreneurship 

2. ABLE Accounts and Economic Empowerment and Financial Self-sufficiency 

Participants were asked to keep the following questions in mind when commenting on these 

topics and voting on submitted ideas: 

• What do you think is the best way to reach and educate potential ABLE account 

owners?  

• What supports do people with disabilities and families need to feel comfortable 

opening and/or maintaining an ABLE account? 

• What do advocates and service providers need to know about the benefits of ABLE 

accounts? 

• What concerns, if any, do people with disabilities and families have about opening 

and/or maintaining an ABLE account? 

Included in this report is information about dialogue participants, outreach conducted during 

the dialogue, and top ideas contributed and voted on by participants. An archive of the 

complete dialogue is available for viewing at LEADCenter.ePolicyWorks.org. 

  

http://leadcenter.epolicyworks.org/
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Note:  The following section outlines the key metrics from the online dialogue and provides a 

snapshot of the participation results.  

Dialogue Participation Summary 

• Dialogue opened on Tuesday, May 1, 2017 at 8:00 am ET 

• Dialogue closed on Friday, May 19, 2017 at 11:59 pm ET 

• Total Unique Visitors during the dialogue: 1,686 

• Total Registrants: 245 

• Total  Users: 208 

• Active Community Members during the dialogue: 43 (submitted ideas, voted or 

commented on either topic) 

ABLE Accounts and Employment or Self-employment/Entrepreneurship 

• Total Ideas:  9 

• Total Comments:  31 

• Total Votes:  83 

Accounts and Economic Empowerment and Financial Self-sufficiency 

• Total Ideas:  19 

• Total Comments:  69 

• Total Votes:  135 
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Top 5 Ideas by Vote Contributed by Dialogue Participants 

The following top ideas were the most popular ideas under the ABLE Accounts and Employment 

or Self-Employment/Entrepreneurship topic:  
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https://leadcenter.epolicyworks.org/a/idea-v2/894512
https://leadcenter.epolicyworks.org/a/idea-v2/894826
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*PPT – Planning and Placement Team Meeting 

https://leadcenter.epolicyworks.org/a/idea-v2/895392
https://leadcenter.epolicyworks.org/a/idea-v2/895424
https://leadcenter.epolicyworks.org/a/idea-v2/894355
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The following top ideas are the most popular ideas under the ABLE Accounts and Economic 

Empowerment and Financial Self-Sufficiency topic:  

https://leadcenter.epolicyworks.org/a/idea-v2/894523
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https://leadcenter.epolicyworks.org/a/idea-v2/894408
https://leadcenter.epolicyworks.org/a/idea-v2/895426
https://leadcenter.epolicyworks.org/a/idea-v2/895694
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https://leadcenter.epolicyworks.org/a/idea-v2/894530
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Visits during the Dialogue (5/1/17 – 5/19/17) 

• Total visits: 2,308 

• Unique visitors: 1,686 

• Total page views: 7,664  

• Average pages per visit: 3.32 

• Average visit duration: 3:18 

• Returning visitors: 28.4% 

• Bounce rate (percentage of participants who leave after viewing the first page of the 

dialogue): 51.39% 

Map of Demographics of United States Visits (darker shaded areas indicate 

more dialogue visits) 
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Outreach and Registration Metrics 

In order to engage a broad range of participants in the ePolicyWorks online dialogues, our team 

engages in a multitude of strategic outreach efforts, including emails and social media posts. 

Email blasts are sent to previous ePolicyWorks dialogue participants and key stakeholders in the 

current dialogue topics. Our outreach strategy is critical to informing and shaping the 

conversation in every online dialogue, ensuring that the right people are brought to the table to 

contribute. 

Total Dialogue Outreach Emails 

• Email Blasts – 6 

• Emails Delivered – 15,041 

• Emails Opened – 3,884 (25.82% open rate) 

• Total number of clicks on links in emails (excluding multiple clicks of the same link) – 687 

Total Tweets 

• Tweets pointing to LEAD Center homepage – 17 

• Tweets pointing to Topic 1: ABLE Accounts and Employment or Self-

employment/Entrepreneurship – 3 

• Tweets pointing to Topic 2: ABLE Accounts and Economic Empowerment and Financial 

Self-sufficiency – 3 

• Direct Tweets to targeted individuals and organizations – 21 

Registration Information 

In order to join the community and participate in the dialogue, registrants were asked to 

answer a series of questions. Below is a summary of their responses.   
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Conclusion  

Through the most recent dialogue titled, The ABLE Act: A Tool for Financial Stability and 

Employment, ODEP’s LEAD Center successfully leveraged leading-edge crowdsourcing tools to 

engage individuals and organizations interested in participating in a robust conversation related 

to how ABLE account owners can use their ABLE funds to support employment-related needs, 

without jeopardizing essential benefits and/or support from public programs.  

In summary, the online event attracted more than 1,680 visitors, of which 245 completed the 

registration process. The dialogue had 43 active participants who posted 28 ideas, 100 

comments and 218 votes. The multitude of ideas gathered from this dialogue illustrate that 

collaboration and crowdsourcing with key stakeholders are imperative for the advancement 

and development of best practices to support inclusive employment for people with disabilities. 

The input and responses of the participants will play an integral role in informing the LEAD 

Center’s work to increase understanding and provide guidance on how ABLE accounts can be 

used to assist youth and adults with disabilities in securing and maintaining competitive 

integrated employment, as well as in shaping the policies and best practices for advancing 

innovative employment outcomes and greater financial stability for Americans with disabilities. 
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